Vice Admiral Vivek H. Murthy, MD, MBA, was confirmed by the U.S. Senate in March 2021 to serve as the 21st Surgeon General of the United States. As the nation’s top doctor, Dr. Murthy helps to advance the health and well-being of all Americans and has worked to address critical public health issues. He has issued Surgeon General Advisories on the youth mental health crisis and social media’s impact on youth mental health, the epidemic of loneliness and isolation, and burnout in the health worker community. Dr. Murthy also issued a Surgeon General’s Framework on mental health in the workplace, and he is the first Surgeon General to host a podcast, “House Calls with Dr. Vivek Murthy,” inviting guests and listeners to explore how we can all build more connected and meaningful lives.

As Vice Admiral of the U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps, Dr. Murthy oversees more than 6,000 dedicated public health officers serving vulnerable and underserved populations.

Dr. Murthy previously served as the 19th Surgeon General under President Barack Obama. Raised in Miami, Florida, Dr. Murthy received his bachelor’s degree from Harvard, his medical degree from the Yale School of Medicine, and his Master’s in Business Administration from the Yale School of Management.
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After the platform party has exited, all are invited to a reception on the North Lawn following the ceremony.
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
Antonia Abbatiello*
Ezra Ahrens-Siegel
Elsie Elizabeth Aleck
Alex Alexander*
Simon Westbury Alexander
Nandita Anand
Tashvi Anand
Tess Elizabeth Andrews
Jacob T. Anglace
Ezekiel Ash
Jane Fleming Avery
Leah Alisa Bailey
Jane Swope Bailyn
Aubrey Elisabeth Baker*
Josephine Frances Baker
Sophia Baldassari
Skye Balfour
Madison Joelle Barnes
Emma Minh Basco
Luke Gabriel Basom
Olivia Cecilia Bauer
Emily Josie Bedenbaugh
Natalie Anne Beier
Ariana Kai Belanger
Rebby Miller Berard
Jules Berman
Colette Bernheim
Bailey Michaela Blake
Sabrina Raven Boczko*
Monica Bolanos Jimenez
Sophie Jane Bond***
Satchel Bookstein
Lillian Edith Bower
Anna R. Brand
Lilian Deen Brendlinger
Bronwen Brenner*
Elizabeth Helena Brown
Olivia Rose Bynum*
Grace Sussek Cabral
Leah Calixto
Kailee Elsa Call

Edona Camaj
Emma Grace Cameron
Audrey Sophia Campbell-Eby*
Joseph Webster Carmicino
Grace Carter
Viola Antonier Casper-Schulte
Mia Francesca Castellano
Anne Elizabeth Cavanagh
Mickey Charney*
Shuran Chen****
Yanzhi Chen
Genevieve Margaret Chiappetta
Maya Chien
Tamao Chika*
Natalia Margarita Chow
Jason Ryan Estuye Ciron
Bella Helene Civorelli***
Sarah Cooper Clements
Chloe Elsa Cohen
Sasha Conner
Bailey Elaine Connor**
Marlowe Marcella Conway
Camille Leigh Cooper*
Cameron-Mary Corfee
Alana Marie Craib
Christopher Jackson Crary*
Conner Ryan Crosby
Jasen Michael Cummings
Zoe Cunniffe
Percy Cushmore
Aaron Kristopher Dalke
Ariana Kajolee Dan
Lar D’Andrea
Alyssa Sage Dann
Salem Wellings Davis
Julian Jercinovic Day
Kivarah Jonet De Luca
Saoirse Marie De Mott Grady
Sophia Skye de Reeder
Ashlyn De Sarlo
Beatrice Degroot***
Mari Alathea Dekle
Devin Aaron Derian

* December '23
** Expected August '24
*** Expected December '24
**** Combined 3-2 Columbia Engineering Program
Mary Celeste DeSouza
Annabelle Rose Didier
Simon Paul Diesenhaus
Catherine Grace Dixon
Mateo Sebastián Domínguez
Gil Takehiro Dominguez-Letelier***
Ghiyan Ajisefinni Dornelly
Fiona C. Dubay
Joseph Donnelly Dye**
Nathaniel Dyson
Dylan Michael Edmonds
Avila August Edmonds-Doberenz
Ethan Anderson Ehnstrom**
Esther Dov Eidenberg-Noppe
Amarina Sujeys Eidson
Burla Nur Elci
Simone Camille Endress
Anastasia Ernst
Simon Espejo
India Burton Espeset-Morrison*
Elise Gabrielle Esquibel
Anisa Valentina Estrada Karachi
Isabelle Loewald Farnham*
Catherine Ann Faville*
Kaille Ferguson
Gabriel Aaron Flicker*
Zoé Fonck*
Zoe Frances Forbes
Lennon Indira Franklin***
Rosalind C. Furan
Samu Tamas Gabor
Lukas Gates
Mia Pilar Gilford
Leah Anne Glazer
Carolina Eileen Gmelch
Akilah Serenity Goldson***
Fernando Felix Gonzalez Ramirez
Kaia Blue Goudreau
Alissa Ryan Green
Aedyn Grey
Peyton Grilli
Maria R. Guinnip
Amalia Elise Gutierrez*
Ruby Djuna Haack**
Max S. Hagen***
Alexis Leigh Hall
Karenna Elizabeth Cole Hall
Isabella Hardin
Tabitha Catherine Hardin-Zollo
London Ophelia Hayes
Kendall Renee Haymore
Marisa Helff
Maria Jose Hernandez
Brendan Christopher Hickey**
Lucy Mayfield Higginbotham
Maeve Anna Houston
Auden Tryst Hubbard
Ian Robert Dafydd Hubbard
Zeta Hurley
Emilie Suzanne Hutton
Archie Ingram
Katrina Birge Isidore
Aadya V. Jajodia*
James Cody Xavier Gabriel James-Cardenas
Marley Ruth Janoff
Vance Miguel Johnson
Leonidas Kalotihos
Nia Olean Kamara**
Nitika Kamath
Caroline Hope Karsner
Skyler Marie Kawecki-Muonio
Talia Gili Kedem
Olivia Pearl Keefe
Frances Claire Kenney
Caroline D. Kimbel
Byron Downs Kinard
Caitlyn Jiang Kindij
Hazel Kipps
Robert Carter Kirkwood
Hannah Elizabeth Kissel
Alyssa Nicole Kleine
Lou Brooke Knopoff
Lucinda Elizabeth Pollack Knowles***
Sylvie Trainor Koenigsberg
Alex Rose Tabenken Kolodney
Patterson Mary Koonce

* December '23
** Expected August '24
*** Expected December '24
**** Combined 3-2 Columbia Engineering Program
Aisha Kothari**  
Hailey Rose Koval  
Kaz Kulick***  
Zachay Adam Kuruvilla  
Luke Jasper Lamond*  
Zev Nachum Landsberg Lewis  
Penelope Jane LaPaglia  
Max Lava  
Joshua Elijah Lawrence**  
Cara Rose Lawson*  
Valerie Laxague*  
Cayden Learey  
Bridgette Tara Lee  
Spencer Charles Lee***  
Jared Leeds  
Max Wilder Lerman  
Karina Emily Lewis  
Isaac Tomas Ybarra Lichtenstein  
Chiara Morgan Lindsay*  
Jackson Kyle Linscott*  
Aveda Lipton  
Kathryn M. Litonjua  
Emilia Matilda Littin Egaña*  
Mae Barnes Livermore*  
Sydney Joelle Lloyd  
Katherine Rose Butkiewicz Lo Faro  
Katherine Grace Logan  
Lilliana Rosalia LoGiudice  
River Lombardi  
Julia C. Lowe  
Hazel Anais Lucey*  
Samantha Rose Lungren  
Jake Henry Spiegel Lunn  
Kexin Luo***  
Yi Luo  
Katherine Ann Lynch  
Rachel Miranda Lynch  
Olin MacIntosh  
Lindsey Cate Madden  
Stella Judy-Nadine Maiden***  
Georgia Mary Jane Marshall  
Lily Brooks Marshall  
Gabriella Lauren Martinez  

davis e. mathis*  
kyra leaf maynard  
abaigéal elise mccarthy  
ciara faith santos mccarthy  
quinn kathleen kersey mccolgan  
maggie lyn mccullough  
emmylou meadows  
tatiana c. mezitis  
ava elise miller  
casey miller  
avery elisabeth milner*  
lillian f. minor  
natalie christyn mintz  
maeve grady montante  
elena sofia montes***  
ares morriss***  
shawn david mou  
aliya mehereen moudud  
netania adira muhammad  
bryce william murphy  
lucas michael murray  
sparrow jay murray  
adrianna napoli  
sana nasib**  
xaneath laurel jeannette nelson  
kate phuong nguyen  
john henrik nielsen  
lauren nolan  
levi nussbaum  
olivia anike odom-johnson***  
daniel j. o’hare  
lily rose oliver  
claire diane o’rourke  
emily jane orr*  
thruth alejandra ortiz  
shucyler jett ortwein-cozzens  
manuela pacheco montaña  
rohan padmakumar*  
rachel jenney palmer  
leslie mari pantaleon*  
olivia pappagallo**  
andrew eugene park  
benjamin park
Alexandra Nicole Parker
Daphne Kapstein Parkhill*
Camila Parra
Veronica Isabel Partain*
Alejandra Pasquel Ruiz
Amelia Katherine Kuhara Patrick
Rachel S. Pearson
Julia Perez Rocha
Kristin Pettinato*
Maya Amalia Pfeiffer
Yiyang Pi*
Raphaella Lynn Plumb
Mia Louise Pope
Annie Rose Porter
Merrill Liianne Powell*
Ysabella Beatriz Chiongbian Punzalan
Sophia Qureshi*
Mia Kate Randers-Pehrson
Zegita Marie Rapert
Mia Ta-Tanisha Rector
Dwyer Reedy
Maya Grace Reiter
Charlotte Peyton Reynolds**
Abigail Love Rhyne*
Connor James Richardson*
Madeline Catalina Richardson
Cameron Elizabeth Rivers
Madeline Sprague Rohde
Elizabeth Horschetzky Rose
Cas Ross
Lily Rubin**
Melanie Ruediger*
Jania Sanders
Emily Ann Sawaked
Michael Sean Sawyer*
Kristoph Thomas Sayavedra*
Hope Elizabeth Schaaf-Grisham
Jane Stacey Scheiber
Isadora Hannah Scherer Perkins***
Ray Danger Schleimer*
Arek Okoomian Schneyer*
Aidan Schroeder
Margaret Senn

Maya Cherion Sepulveda
Ava Sharahy
Rachel Anne Sherman
Yuxuan Shi*
Phoebe Singer
Mia Doren Slate
Tenley Reid Smith
Ingrid Anna Specht
Mia Francesca Spillane
Anna E. St Martin
Makeyla Elizabeth Stewart
Sydney Grace Sukalski
Samantha Anne Sutton
Eamon Michael Szilagyi***
Annegret Rose Tarrasch
Natalie Rose Taylor
Camille Janene Thevenot
Mackenzie Caroline Timbrell
Carmen Noelia Toribio Martinez
Emily Leila Torres
Anya Rose Tucker
Ajula Van Ness-Otunnu**
Elizabeth Lynn Vastano
Ava Vinton
Francesca Quinn Walker
Ken Wang
Yuning Wang*
Britney Madison Ward***
John Manolo Weaver***
Elana Joy Weintraub
Zihan Wen
Sam Wendel**
Hannah Sushmita Wentworth*
Maria Cristina Weyer
Catherine Berdie Whitman
Lucille Whittier
Lola Grace Gutierrez Wilcox**
Bryce Daniel Williams*
Nathan John Santos Williams-Gelobter**
Rebecca Claire Willson
Catherine Elspeth Wilson
Alexa Wingerter
Lillie Viola Schubert Wirth

* December ’23
** Expected August ’24
*** Expected December ’24
**** Combined 3-2 Columbia Engineering Program
Isabella Nicola Wolfe
Rowan Malcolm Everett Wood
Anna Louise Wright*
Madison Elizabeth Wright
Zhengyang Xie
Zixuan Yang
Shuishi Yi
Shuozhi Yin
Sara Grace Yossef
Parise Nicole Zeleny
Hengjia Zhang
Huijin Zheng*
Willa Jade Ziegenfuss

This program is created prior to the submission of all spring reports. While every attempt is made to ensure the accuracy of the names included in this program, it should not be regarded as official verification of the award of any degree.
CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY
Natalie Renee Brittain
Grace L. Castillo
Rey Cianciotto
Madilyn Marie Erber
Adele Fisk
Leanna Marguerite Grennan
Heather Rachel Kushner
Christina Maerlender
MacKenna E. McKnight
Jaycie L. Mosher
Jennifer Carmen Sotelo
Susan Carter Turrell-Celente
Lilah Magdalena Rose van Rens
Haley Weishaup

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN HUMAN GENETICS
Rebecca Ann Abel
Hajer Mahmoud Al Mulla
Mark Aaron Carman
Colleen Marie Castellani
Kelsey Crocker
Beatriz Diaz Reyes
Emma Elizabeth Duarte
Kira Dzedzy
Katerina A. Faget***
Abigail Genesis Flores
Molli Sloan Goodman
Kristina Anne Inman
Luise Johannes
Maggie Pui-Yee Kan
Louise Madeleine Limoges
Aditi Makaram
Sienna Nicole Miley
Emily Catherine Nasho
Esther Abena Frimpomaah Nkrumah
Andy Peralta
Dessiah Alexie Phillips
Shannon Renee Reinhard
Ariella Daphna Reiter
Kathleen Rosales
Bailey Alicia Rutter
Alaina Marina Swendseid
Andrea Monica Verdes
Sabrina Nicole Wiesmann

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN EDUCATION
Esmeralda Arias
Ariella Carle
Mac Demick**
Marisa Ann Johns
Miah Catherine Kendall Prescod
Jessica Meredith Schreer
Max Solotar
Sigmund Purwin Tschernisch

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Lisa M. Berman**
Chequet H. Ching**
Sara Jane DeNoma**
Milo Shifra Kesselman Giovanniello
Elyse Sarah Beyer Laakso
Gitanjali Malapatti**
Julia Faye Rietsch

CANDIDATE FOR THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN WOMEN'S HISTORY
Tiara Celeste Mann**

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE IN DANCE
Mya Bowden
Alannah Grace Martin

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE IN THEATRE
Julia VanTrees Cowitt
Nicki Miller
Maegan Camille Murphy
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Whitesell

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE IN WRITING
Maeve Barry***
Isabella Manegio Beach
Maya R. Bernstein
Siobhan Kathleen Burns
Qingqing Cai
Chapin Cimino
Nicole M. Colwell
Rachael Kathryn Combe
Cameron Virginia Conover
MaKenzie Jean Copp
Emily Anne Curley
Brittany Elaine Deininger
Claire Fallon
Jessica Fudge
Melisse Joy Gelula
Jennifer Sterling Goldstein***
Eleanor Goodbody
Miciah Hussey
Catalina Irigoyen
Barbara L. Janoff
Diyang Jin
Jamie Michelle Jordan*
Diana Kempton
Jason Gray Lange
Demetre Emmanuel Lardas
Nancy Ledy-Gurren
Joshua Randal Leonard
Zelime Rose Lewis
Abigail Lopez
David Luntz
Lauren Ellis Matthews
Rishona Michael
Anushka Paresh Nagarmath
Daryl B. Noble
Romy Oltuski
Philip Jon Peter Ording*
Ashley Marie Pattison-Scott
Amanda Cheyenne Pendley
Katelyn Diane Peters
Chloe Isabel Phillips
Maria Santa Poggi
Robert Rachofsky
Nuraishah binti Shafiq
Amanda Grace Shu
Isabella Smith
Paulina S. Tesnow
Mai Stephanie Tran***
Simran Tuteja
Nurit Eliana Umansky
Christina Vega
Sarah Jane Weill
Lisa Michele Wolman**
Adeline Zoe Wong

This program is created prior to the submission of all spring reports. While every attempt is made to ensure the accuracy of the names included in this program, it should not be regarded as official verification of the award of any degree.
PRIZES AWARDED BY SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

THE CHAMBER MUSIC CERTIFICATE FOR EXCELLENCE
Tobias Irikura ’26

THE GERALDINE PUTMAN CLARK PRIZE FOR VISUAL ARTS
Mary DeSouza ’24

THE EDWARD COGAN PRIZE FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
Fiona Dubay ’24

THE LUCY GREALY PRIZE FOR POETRY
Saskia Gori-Montanelli ’26
Theo Mays ’27
Honorable Mention:
Alex Rosenzweig ’27
Maeve Aickin ’25

THE LORI HERTZBERG PRIZE FOR CREATIVITY
Emma Cameron ’24
Ariana Dan ’24
Mateo Sebastián Domínguez ’24
Maria Guinnip ’24
Jane Scheiber ’24

THE DAVID LINDSAY-ABAIRE AWARD FOR PLAYWRITING
Cayden Learey ’24

THE STANLEY AND EVELYN LIPKIN PRIZE FOR HUMAN GENETICS
Louise Limoges MS ’24

THE STANLEY AND EVELYN LIPKIN PRIZE FOR THE HUMANITIES
Madison Barnes ’24
Jake Lunn ’24

THE STANLEY AND EVELYN LIPKIN PRIZE FOR PLAYWRITING
K Stanger MFA ’24

THE STANLEY AND EVELYN LIPKIN PRIZE FOR POETRY
Sparrow Murray ’24
Ellen Rogers ’26

THE IAN LIPKIN ’74 SCIENCE PRIZE
Zaria Katz ’25

THE LAURA KIRCHMAN MANUELIDIS ’63 SCIENCE AND LITERARY ARTS ENDOWMENT PRIZE
First Place:
Amanda Shu MFA ’24
Second Place:
Maeve Aickin ’25
Third Place:
Emma Cameron ’24
Honorable Mentions:
Emma Basco ’24
Anushka Paresh Nagarmath MFA ’24

THE GRETCHEN MINSKY PRIZE FOR STAGE MANAGEMENT
Izzy Hardin ’24
Rachel Palmer ’24

THE MOSER-MARSH ANNUAL FELLOWSHIP IN THE VISUAL ARTS AND VISUAL CULTURE
Ollie Rokhsar ’25

THE PRESSER UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLAR AWARD IN MUSIC
Katherine Logan ’24

THE NANCY LYNN SCHWARTZ PRIZE FOR FICTION
First Place:
Marisa Helff ’24
Second Place:
Max Browne ’25
Third Place:
Elsie Aleck ’24
Honorable Mentions:
Emery Brandhorst ’26
Sylvie Trainor Koenigsberg ’24
Camille Thevenot ’24

THE RAYMOND SEIDELMAN AWARD FOR POLITICAL ADVOCACY
Ketevan Akhalbedashvili ’25
Camila Castrillon ’26
Olivia Keefe ’24

THE VERESHCHAGIN TRAVELING PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN SLAVIC, EAST EUROPEAN, AND EURASIAN STUDIES
Eleanora Lawrence ’25

THE ANDREA KLEIN WILLISON PRIZE FOR POETRY
Alana Craib ’24
Faith-Marie McHenry ’25
Elena Montes ’24

THE LIPKIN FAMILY PRIZE FOR INSPIRATIONAL TEACHING
Matthew Ellis (History)

FELLOWSHIPS AND SPECIAL GRANTS GIVEN BY SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

DAVIS PROJECTS FOR PEACE
Simone Endress ’24
TRUSTEES
Meryl Rosen ’82, Chair
Maureen Pilkington MFA ’97
Vice Chair
Kathy H. Yeu P’15
Vice Chair
Tracei Lauren Akarlilar ’97
David A. Berger ’83
Diana Sandigo Cabrera ’94
Kimberly W. Cassidy
Lisa Coleman
Gwendolyn Perry Davis
Deborah Harris MFA ’98
Kyle Hawley
Leigh Heyman ’98
Marilynn Wood Hill
Gregg Horowitz ’80
Clarion E. Johnson ’72
Cristle Collins Judd
President of the College, ex officio
Neil Makhija ’09
Novisi Atadika Nirschl
Pamela Lucas Rew
Tracey G. Riese ’79
Joseph Sauvage P’22
Winifred R. Scheuer ’06
Michael Stutzman MFA ’09
Michael W. Untermeyer ’73
Peter van Dijk ’82
Alan J. Wilson P’19
Phil Wiser
Shanlon Wu MFA ’84
Elke Zuern

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Margot C. Bogert ’75
Barbara B. Cohn MA ’70
Nancie H. Cooper MFA ’04
Joan Cannady Countryman ’62
Myra R. Drucker ’68
Vicki C. Ford ’60, MSED ’87
Joan Stern Girgis ’63
Mark P. Goodman ’83
Monika A. Heimbold ’85
John A. Hill
Diana Chambers Leslie ’69
Marjorie L. Miller ’53
Ruth Pollak ’51
Robert M. Riggs
Enid S. Ship ’56
Florence Forgan Wheeler ’46
Thomas H. Wright

EMERITI TRUSTEES
William N. Goetzmann
Nancy Miller Montgomery ’64

ALUMNI COUNCIL
Leigh Heyman ’98, President
Khaliyah Williams ’02
Vice President
Myles Alexander ’10
Manuela Barreneche ’14
Tracey Bey Johnson ’99
Sean Campbell MFA ’11
Andrea Campbell ’86
Ann Fountain ’05
Soledad Fono ’90
Melanie Hood-Wilson ’93, MSED ’94
Sarah Blanche Klein ’20
Alex Left ’00
Ouida Maedel ’06
Vrinda Manglik ’08
Halie May MS ’18
Tasha Neumeister ’99
Denise Michele Norris MFA ’12
Celia Pilkington ’94
Slade Roff ’12
Benjamin J. Salazar ’95, MSED ’96
B Dean Skibinski ’96
Adam Treitler ’15
Emma Tynan ’20
Natalia Vargas-Caba ’17

HONORARY ALUMNI COUNCIL MEMBERS
Stephanie Cooper ’65, MFA ’76
Barbara Kolensun ’71
Nancie Schnur ’74
Estha Weiner ’72
Harriet Wohlgemuth ’59, MFA ’79
THE ACADEMIC COSTUME CODE

The custom of wearing academic dress stems from the Middle Ages when scholars were also clerics and wore the costumes of their monastic orders. Significant parts of academic dress are the gown, the hood, and the cap. Each has a particular significance and is worn in accordance with standards established by the Academic Costume Code of the American Council on Education.

PRESIDENTIAL REGALIA

The president has always been the focal point of a college or university commencement. For this reason, it is acceptable that they wear a distinctive gown unique to the institution over which they preside. The unique feature of a presidential gown is the addition of the fourth chevron to each sleeve. This honor is granted only to one who holds the rank of president or chancellor of an academic institution.

GOWNS

The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square-cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The regalia, called GreenWeaver®, is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic bottles in an effort to remain environmentally conscious.

HOODS

Sarah Lawrence College uses hoods for the master's degree, which are three and a half feet in length. Hoods are lined with the official colors of the College, green and white. The colors of the trimmings of the hoods are associated with different subject matters, as follows, conferred at Sarah Lawrence College:

**ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES**

White
Child Development, Health Advocacy, Women's History

**EDUCATION**

Light Blue
Art of Teaching

**FINE ARTS, INCLUDING ARCHITECTURE**

Brown
Dance, Theatre, Writing

**SCIENCE**

Golden Yellow
Dance/Movement Therapy, Human Genetics
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND THE ENJOYMENT OF EVERYONE CELEBRATING, PLEASE FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES:

Please leave aisles free under the tent.
Do not stand and block the view of the people behind you.
All guests must be prepared to adhere to visitor guidelines in place at the time of Commencement.

The College has provided a photographer (Island Photography, Port Washington, New York) who will take photographs of all graduates individually: first as each receives the diploma and again as each departs the stage. The photographer will send proofs within two to three days after the ceremony. There is no obligation to purchase the photographs. For questions, contact custserv@islandphoto.com or call 800.869.0908.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND FOR HELPING US ENSURE THAT EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THE CEREMONY.
Art by Kayla Martinez ’24
Digital illustration